AII India lnstitute of Medical Sciences, Bhubaneswar
Sijua, Post: f)umduma, Ilhubaneswar - 751 019

Ref: AIIMS/BBSR/DDA/GEN/2018
ryoTrgE

Date: 06.02.2018

To

PUBLTC

subject: Be aware of touts claiming to give jobs in AllMs, Bhubaneswar.

It

has been brought to the notice of the General Public that AllMS,
Bhubaneswar is a Statutory Autonomous lnstitute under the Ministry of Health
ani Family Welfare, Government of lndia. All the posts are filled up as per the
provision of the relevant recruitment rules which include open advertisement,
holding of Computer Based Written Test or/and lnterview those who fulfil all
eligibility criteria of the advertisement etc.. Any updated information about
recruitment is available on its official website. The Selection process as is done
in a transparent and objective process as per rules and regulations of the
Government of lndia. Selection to the job is done based on the merit i.e
performance in Selection Test/lnterview as per the relevant recruitment rules
without any other consideration or influence.

the lnstitute is conducting Computer Based Written Test for
recruitment of certain posts as advertised. The details of the recruitment
Presently,

process are regularly updated in our website. The Computer Based Test is being
done through an independentthird party recruitment agency on the merit only.
Therefore, all candidates who are eligible to appear for these Computer Based
Test (CBT) should not fall prey to any touts/person's claim to influence the
Selection process by any means. AllMS, Bhubaneswar will not be responsible,

lf

any candidate comes under the influence of any touts/person regarding
recruitment process. The candidates are advised to report about any such
touts/persons to the Police. lf any officials of AllMS, Bhubaneswar is involved in
such illegal activities, information should be given to AIIMS, Bhubaneswar with
evidence.
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Further,

it

has been verbally brought to our notice that

some
touts/persons are also approaching various candidates to get them engaged in
various jobs in AllMS, Bhubaneswar on contractual/outsource basis by taking
bribe from them. ln this connection, it is informed to all concerned General
Public that no jobs on contractual/outsourcing basis is offered through any
influence or connection. ln case there is a need for engaging a person through
outsourcing basis, the candidate should possess the essential qualification and
experience and any engagement is to be done through a transparent objective
process. Therefore, AllMS, Bhubaneswar is not responsible if any one fall prey

to such influence and they are advised to report the matter to the Police.

ln

caie, any of the AIIMS Officials are involved in such illegal activities, candidates
are advised not to come under their influence and report the matter to AllMS,
Bhubaneswa r.

This issues with the approval of the Director.
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Deputy Director (Admin.)
AllMS, Bhubaneswar
Copy to:

1,.

PS

to Director for kind information of the Director.

2. MS/Dean /!A/SE
3. AAO to host it in the lnstitute

Wesite.

